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Abstract 
 

The use of fingerprint in biometric identification 

has been the most widely used authentication 

system. The uniqueness of the fingerprint for every 

human provides us with all we need for faultless 

identification. However, during the fingerprint 

scanning process, the image generated by the 

scanner may be slightly different during each scan. 

This paper puts the implementation of Artificial 

Neural Networks to provide an efficient matching 

algorithm for fingerprint authentication. Using the 

Back-Propagation technique, the algorithm works 

to match twelve fingerprint parameters and relate 

them to a unique number provided for each 

authorized user. Upon matching, the algorithm 

returns the best match for the given fingerprint 

parameters. 

Key Words— Back propagation, Bio-metric, 

Neural network, Authentication 

 

1. Introduction 
 

This paper deals with the implementation of a 

pattern matching algorithm to match and 

authenticate fingerprints.  The algorithm uses 

Neural Network concepts to perform effective 

pattern matching to identify fingerprints. The 

concept relies on image processing techniques to 

locate 12 fingerprint features using fingerprint 

analysis by moment. Fingerprint processing must 

return the match of each of these features. Though 

any pair of corresponding feature values may be 

same for two individuals, the combination of all 12 

values may never be the same. Hence: an effective 

and unique identification parameter is found for 

each individual.  

A fingerprint is a graphical pattern of ridges and 

valleys on the surface of a human finger. Due to 

the uniqueness and permanence of fingerprints, 

they are among the most reliable human 

characteristics that can be used for personal 

identification [1]. The performance of an automatic 

fingerprint identification system relies heavily on 

the fingerprint image quality which can be affected 

by several factors such as the presence of scars,  

 

 

variations of the pressure between the finger and 

acquisition sensor, worn artifacts, and the 

environmental conditions during the acquisition 

process. For constructing an effective fingerprint 

identification system, an effective enhancement 

algorithm is necessary.  

Directional behavior is an obvious characteristic in 

a fingerprint image caused by the continuous flow 

of fingerprint ridges whose orientations are slowly 

changing in the fingerprint pattern. Ridges and 

valleys in a local neighborhood form a sinusoidal-

shaped wave, which has a well-defined frequency 

and orientation. The ridge orientations as well as 

the ridge period are maintained almost constant 

inside a small local area. The basic idea for 

enhancing a fingerprint is to first detect the 

orientations of the ridges, and then a smoothing 

operation is performed along the ridge directions to 

remove the noise. Ridge orientations can be 

estimated directly from a gray-scale image using 

gradient methods [2, 3] and others require a binary 

fingerprint image [4]. With the orientation 

information available, the smoothing operation is 

usually done by adaptive filters [5] attuned to the 

corresponding orientation and ridge period in local 

regions. Hong et al. [6] use Gabor filters as soble 

filters to remove the noise and retain true ridge and 

valley structures, and highpass filter that is used to 

enhance the image. The classical stages of 

enhancement and ridge detection are binarization, 

enhancement, feature extraction, training and 

matching. The basic fundamental steps of these 

systems (see Fig. (1)) are image acquisition, pre-

processing segmentation, enhancement and feature 

extraction, matching along with classification 

through databases. Authentication or verification 

systems authenticate the person's identity by 

comparing the own biometric template(s) stored in 

database (One-to-One comparison). An 

identification system is recognized by an individual 

by searching the entire templates in database for 

match (One-to-Many Comparison) [7]. 
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Figure 1: Fundamental Steps of Fingerprint 

Recognition System 

 

2. Fingerprint Image  
A fingerprint is the feature pattern of one finger. 

Each person has his own fingerprints with the 

permanent uniqueness [8]. Due to the uniqueness 

and permanence of fingerprints, they are among the 

most reliable human characteristics that can be 

used for personal identification. 
 

2.1 Image Acquisition 
 

A number of methods are used to acquire 

fingerprints. Among them, the inked impression 

method remains the most popular one. Inkless 

fingerprint scanners are also present eliminating 

the intermediate digitization process. Fingerprint 

quality is very important since it affects directly the 

minutiae extraction algorithm. The size of the 

scanned fingerprints that are used in this research is 

188x240 pixels. The images are taken in this size 

in order to ease the computational burden.   

 

2.2 Fingerprint Image Processing 
 

Processing of fingerprint image is necessary to: (i) 

improve the clarity of ridge structures of 

fingerprint images (ii) maintain their integrity, (iii) 

avoid introduction of spurious structures or 

artifacts, and (iv) retain the connectivity of the 

ridges while maintaining separation between 

ridges. Fingerprint image processing operations are 

image enhancement, image normalization and 

image binarazation [9]. 

 

3. Fingerprint Image Enhancement  
 

The local ridge orientation is an intrinsic property 

of the fingerprint images. By viewing a fingerprint 

image as an oriented texture, a number of methods 

have been proposed to estimate the orientation field 

of fingerprint images. The previous enhancement 

algorithm is either local orientation field filter-

based or Gabor filter-based. The orientation field 

filtering techniques usually assume the local ridge 

orientation could be reliably estimated and be taken 

advantage to enhance the fingerprint image. The 

ridge structures in poor-quality fingerprint images 

are not always well-defined and, hence, the 

orientation information could not be correctly 

detected, which greatly restricts the applicability of 

these techniques. The Gabor filter based technique 

could obtain a reliable orientation estimate even for 

corrupted images. It is unsuitable for an on-line 

fingerprint recognition system such as AFIS 

because the algorithm is computationally expensive 

[10]. 
 

3.1 Image edge Detection 
 

Edges are one of the most important features in an 

image as they are strong indicators of object 

boundaries. Sharp edges help us observe features 

and objects. Edge shape and position can be seen 

as an effective representation of an object. One 

could image extracting a polygonal representation 

of the boundary of both objects.  In practice this 

requires a very controlled environment like the one 

shown with few objects and good contrast between 

the objects and the background.  There are three 

basic types of detection: points, lines and edges. 

For point detection using high pass filter with 

center 8 as following [11, 12]: 

 

 

 

 

For line detection the mask bellow can be used: 

For edge detection the techniques that are used 

Gradient operator, Sobel operators which are 

shown in the masks below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Based on convolution operations − compute 

weighted averages over a 3x3 neighborhood with 

the equation bellow: 

 

gx (x, y) = hx × f (x, y)   1 

 g y (x, y) = hy × f (x, y) 2 
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The two gradients gx and gy computed at each pixel 

are regarded as the x and y components of a 

gradient vector, which has gradient magnitude and 

direction given by: 

 

  √  
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3 

 

Where the orientation θ is measured relative to x 

axis. Gradient magnitude is sometimes 

approximated by:    

 

g = |gx| + |g y|      4 

 

4. Fingerprint Profile Normalization 

Algorithm  
 

An ideally sensed or scanned fingerprint image has 

clear and distinct ridges and valleys. For example, 

an ideal fingerprint image could be a rolled ink 

impression on a fingerprint card. The finger skin 

profile made of the ridges is evenly pressed on the 

flat paper card, which leaves the ink impression of 

ridges as continuous flow of foreground passes, 

and in between the ridges are the valleys as 

background with white color. But in reality the 

fingerprint scanning devices are far from this ideal 

set up. Even the National Institute of Standards and 

Technology (NIST) fingerprint images scanned 

from the inked fingerprint cards are not perfect. 

Although the noise introduced in the fingerprint 

images during the scanning is a problem in 

fingerprint minutiae extraction, the uneven 

distribution of the pixel levels in the fingerprint 

images is another common problem for detection 

of ridge orientation. Figure 2 shows an example 

image of uneven ridge profile.  

 

 
Figure 2: Example fingerprint image of uneven 

ridge profile. 

 

There are algorithms for image normalization. To 

decrease the dynamic range of the gray scale 

between ridges and valleys of a fingerprint image, 

Hong et al [13]. Proposed the following algorithm. 

Let I(i, j) denote the gray-level value at pixel (i, j), 

M and VAR denote the estimated mean and 

variance of I, respectively, and G(i, j) denote the 

normalized gray-level value at pixel (i, j). The 

normalized image is defined as follows: 
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Where M
0 

and VAR
0 

are the desired mean and 

variance values of fingerprint image, respectively. 

This algorithm is a pixel-wise operation, and it 

does not change the clarity of the ridge and valley 

structures. Although the main purpose of the 

normalization is to reduce the variations in gray-

level values along ridges and valleys, the algorithm 

adjusts the pixel levels using only the statistical 

parameters M and VAR.  

Since the fingerprint identification systems rely on 

information extracted from ridges, in this research 

the normalization algorithm based on the 

approximation of the finger skin profile to 

highlight the ridges used.  

Let us treat a fingerprint image as a three-

dimensional object whose positional coordinates 

are in the x-y plane and the pixel gray values are in 

the z plane. Ideally, with even pressure on a flat 

surface such as a fingerprint card or a flat top 

fingerprint scanner, the finger skin profile is 

represented by ridges pixels with dark colors, and 

the ridge pixel colors are within a narrow range. 

The finger skin profile is a curved surface going 

through the tips of the ridges. In the case of real 

fingerprint images with uneven finger skin (ridge) 

profile, by assuming the skin profile is a 

continuous surface due to the elasticity of the 

human skin. To normalize a fingerprint image 

according to the skin profile, we first approximate 

the profile surface using selected ridge pixels. We 

accomplish this using a locally adaptive 

binarization algorithm. The objective is to retain 

most of the foreground ridge pixels. Direct 

application of a binarization algorithm on a 

fingerprint image generally may not extract the 

ridges well, and can often result in broken ridge 

lines. But the binary image generated by the locally 

adaptive algorithm gives locations of ridge pixels 

that are enough to represent the finger skin profile, 

and the skin profile is approximated based on these 

pixels. 
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4.1 Fingerprint Binarazation 
 

Binarazation is the process of converting the gray-

scale image into a binary image is called 

binarazation. Zeros and ones forms binary image. 

Global threshold algorithm is used for performing 

binarazation process. Looking at each pixel on the 

fingerprint image and deciding whether it should 

be converted to black (0) or white (255) i.e., to 0 or 

1 from gray level to black and white image each 

pixel value is compared with threshold level then 

pixel value is set to Zero; otherwise it is set to 255 

[14]. Figure 3 shows a binary image from the 

binarization algorithm and the selected ridge 

pixels, and the rest of the pixels are filled in white. 

 

 
Figure 3: The image on left is from the locally 

adaptive binarization algorithm, and the image on 

right shows the selected ridges 

. 

 

5. Fingerprint Feature Extraction 

With Moments   
Moment invariants are important shape descriptors 

in computer vision. There are two types of shape 

descriptors: contour-based shape descriptors and 

region-based shape descriptors. Regular moment 

invariants are one of the most popular and widely 

used contour-based shape descriptors is a set of 

derived by Hu [15]. A computer vision system 

recognizing objects in captured images is 

established using Geometric Moment (GM). GM 

was derived from the theory of algebraic invariant. 

GM technique is chosen to extract image features 

since the features generated are Rotation Scale 

Translation (RST)-invariant. GM was successfully 

applied in aircraft identification, texture 

classification and radar images to optical images 

matching. Two-dimensional moments of a digitally 

sampled M × N image that has gray function f (x, 

y), (x = 0, . . .M − 1) and (y = 0, . . .N − 1) is given 

as: 
 

mpq = ∑ ∑        (   ) 
   

 
    6 

 

It should be noted that eq. (6) can assume very 

large values, especially for high order moments 

(large p, q).  

 

6. Overview Of Neural Network 
A neural network is a computational structure 

inspired by the study of biological neural 

processing. There are many different types of 

neural networks, from relatively simple to very 

complex, just as there are many theories on how 

biological neural processing works. A layered feed-

forward neural network has layers, or subgroups of 

processing elements. A layer of processing 

elements makes independent computations on data 

that it receives and passes the results to another 

layer. The next layer may in turn make its 

independent computations and pass on the results 

to yet another layer. Finally, a subgroup of one or 

more processing elements determines the output 

from the network. Each processing element makes 

its computation based upon a weighted sum of its 

inputs. The first layer is the input layer and the last 

the output layer. The layers that are placed between 

the first and the last layers are the hidden layers. 

The processing elements are seen as units that are 

similar to the neurons in a human brain, and hence, 

they are referred to as cells, neuromimes, or 

artificial neurons. A threshold function is 

sometimes used to qualify the output of a neuron in 

the output layer. Synapses between neurons are 

referred to as connections, which are represented 

by edges of a directed graph in which the nodes are 

the artificial neurons. Nets consist of small units 

called cells, and these are connected to each other 

in such a way that they can pass signals to each 

other [16]. 

The weights used on the connections between 

different layers have much significance in the 

working of the neural network and the 

characterization of a network. The following 

actions are possible in a neural network: 

1. Start with one set of weights and run the 

network.  (No Training) 

2. Start with one set of weights, run the network, 

and modify some or all the weights, and run the 

network again with the new set of weights. Repeat 

this process until some predetermined goal is met. 

(Training) 

The connections have certain strengths or weights. 

The net starts off with these connection strengths 

set randomly. The network is exposed to various 

inputs and the strengths adjust them according to 

some mathematical plan. This is what we call 

training and after it, the network can recognize 

input patterns or, at least, do something sensible - 

whatever it has been trained to do. The information 

is therefore stored in the strengths of the 

connections, just as it is in the human brain.  
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6.1 Neural Network Architecture  
 

Neural Network Architecture defines its structure 

including number of hidden layers, number of 

hidden nodes, number of output nodes and 

activation function [17]. 

i. Number of hidden layers: The hidden layer(s) 

provide the network with its ability to 

generalize. In theory, a neural network with 

one hidden layer with sufficient number of 

hidden neurons is capable of approximating 

any continuous function. In practice, neural 

network with one and occasionally two hidden 

layers are widely used and have to perform 

very well. 

ii. Number of hidden nodes: There is no magic 

formula for selecting the optimum number of 

hidden neurons. However, some thumb rules 

are available for calculating number of hidden 

neurons. A rough approximation can be 

obtained by the Kolmogorov theorem. For a 

three layer network with n input, the hidden 

layer would have 2n+1 neurons [18]. In this 

paper the numbers of input layer that used are 

12 so the numbers of hidden neurons are 25. 

iii. Number of output nodes: Neural network with 

multiple outputs, especially if these outputs are 

widely spaced, will produce inferior results as 

compared to network with a single output.  

iv. Activation function: Activation functions are 

mathematical formulae that determine the 

output of a processing node. Each unit takes its 

net input and applies activation to it. Non liner 

functions have been used as activation 

functions such as logistic, tanh. The purpose of 

the transfer function is to prevent output from 

reaching very large value which can ‗paralyze‘ 

neural networks and thereby inhibit training. 

Transfer functions such as sigmoid are 

commonly used because they are nonlinear 

and continuously differentiable which are 

desirable for network learning [17].   

 

7. Fingerprint Classifier 
 

Classification is the final stage of any image-

processing system where each unknown pattern is 

assigned to a category. The degree of difficulty of 

the classification problem depends on the 

variability in feature values for objects in the same 

category, relative to the difference between feature 

values for objects in different categories. In this 

study MLP (Multilayer Perceptron) classifiers used 

as pattern classifiers.  

MLP has been termed a universal approximate, and 

can provide an optimal solution to an arbitrary 

classification problem. It implements linear 

discriminates, but in a space where the inputs have 

been mapped nonlinearly. The key power provided 

by such networks is that they admit fairly simple 

algorithms where the form of the nonlinearity can 

be learned from the training data. The models are 

thus extremely powerful, have nice theoretical 

properties, and apply well to a vast array of real-

world applications. Figure 4 shows a simple three-

layer MLP neural network, consisting of an input 

layer, hidden layer and an output layer, 

interconnected by modifiable weights represented 

by links between layers. One of the most popular 

methods for training such multilayer networks is 

based on gradient descent in error-the 

backpropagation algorithm a natural extension of 

the LMS (Least Mean Square) algorithm. Guided 

by an analysis of networks and their function we 

can make informed choices of the scaling of input 

values and initial weights, desired output values, 

and more. Network architecture or topology plays 

an important role for neural net classification, and 

the optimal topology will depend on the problem at 

hand [19]. 

Extraction of appropriate features is one of the 

most important tasks for a recognition system. A 

MLP of three layers is trained to detect the features 

in the fingerprint image of size 188x240. The first 

layer of the network has 12 neurons associated 

with the components of the input vector. The 

hidden layer has 25 neurons and the output layer 

has 6 neurons. Figure 4 shows Three-layer MLP 

structure. The networking will be trained using the 

backpropagation algorithm. State the number of 

epochs needed for convergence as well as the 

training time for this method. Once the network is 

trained, the next step is to input the prototype 

fingerprint images to extract the feature. An 

essential issue in the field of pattern analysis is the 

recognition of objects. The idea of using moments 

in shape recognition gained prominence derived a 

set of invariants using algebraic invariants. 
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Figure 4: Three-layer MLP structure. 

 

8. Training 
Since the output(s) may not be what is expected, 

the weights may need to be altered. Some rule then 

needs to be used to determine how to alter the 

weights. There should also be a criterion to specify 

when the process of successive modification of 

weights ceases. This process of changing the 

weights, or rather, updating the weights, is called 

training. A network in which learning is employed 

is said to be subjected to training. Training is an 

external process or regimen. Learning is the 

desired process that takes place internal to the 

network. The training steps are as follows: 

1. The first input (training) pattern is presented to 

the network. 

2. The connections are adjusted a tiny amount to 

improve the network's chances of recognizing that 

pattern if it sees it again. 

3. The second pattern is presented, and step 2 

repeated. 

4. The same thing happens for all the training 

patterns. 

5. The whole process is rerun with all the training 

patterns for hundreds (thousands) of times. 

 

9. Back-Propagation 
Back Propagation is the standard way of training 

neural networks.. It works basically like this:  

The input pattern on which the network is to be 

trained is presented at the input layer of the net and 

the net is run normally to see what output it 

actually does produce. The actual output is 

compared to the desired output for that input 

pattern. The differences between actual and desired 

form an error pattern [16]. 

Now the errors have to be calculated for the output 

layer. We use the following formula and apply it 

for every node of i in the output layer (i.e. go 

through all the nodes in the output layer): 

 

Ei =
 

 
 ∑ (     )

 
                7 

 

In this case Ei is the error for node i in the output 

layer, yi is the activation for node i in the output 

layer and di  is the desired output for the node [17]. 

The error pattern is used to adjust the weights on 

the output layer so that the error pattern would be 

reduced the next time if the same pattern were 

presented at the inputs. Then the weights of the 

hidden layer are adjusted similarly, this time 

comparing what they actually produce with the 

neurons in the output layer to form an error pattern 

for the hidden layer. Finally, if there is an input 

layer (as opposed to simply a set of points where 

the input is passed into the network), then the 

weights for that layer are trained similarly. Indeed, 

the error can be propagated as far back as you like, 

over as many layers as you like [16]. 

In Back propagation, the input signal moves 

forward through the network and the errors trickle 

backwards (they "propagate backwards", hence the 

name), followed by the next signal. The network is 

trained by presenting each input pattern in turn at 

the inputs and propagating forwards and backward, 

followed by the next input pattern. Then this cycle 

is repeated several times.  

The reason for not putting input pattern 0 at the 

inputs and propagating many times over before 

moving to pattern 1 and doing that many times, is 

that the network would develop weights that would 

only reflect the pattern on which it was being 

trained at the time. By the time it had undergone 

1000 cycles of training on pattern 1. The number of 

cycle‘s 1000 chosen in order to reach to suitable 

error.  
 

10. Implementation 
 

The entire source code has been written in Matlab. 

This work deals with recognition fingerprint using 

low resolution images through Neural Networks. In 

the proposed technique (see Fig. 5), image resizing 

is applied to a unified image size for all fingerprint 

samples. In order to accomplish fingerprint 

recognition task, a single neural network is 

incorporated. Implementation is divided into two 

phases. The pre-processing phase and the neural 

processing phase. In Pre-processing phase time 

effective preprocessing is performed in order to 

make image data best fit for neural network input. 

The features extracted by implement the method of 

moments feature extraction with matlab by 

computes, the results of this part are extract 12 
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features from each fingerprint. The system trained 

50×12 symbol as input for database using the 

proposed technique and compared their 

performance.  

 

 
Figure 5: Proposed Fingerprint-Classification 

System 

 

Appendix C illustrates the implementation program 

of first phase. Neural network further got two steps 

training and testing, in training neural network 

learns through examples, training set of images is 

presented as input, each layer output is calculated 

through transfer functions acting as summation 

junction, and it uses back propagation algorithm to 

accomplish recognition training part to achieve 

desired results. The diagram below shows an 

illustration of the network that has been 

implemented.  

Initially the program needs to train the net. This is 

done using the back-propagation algorithm 

previously explained. The implementation of the 

algorithm is as follows. There are 12 input 

parameters and 6 output parameters as shown in 

Fig 6. The number of output parameters 6 taken 

according to number of training patterns 50≈ (2
6
), 

for each pattern there is sequence of six bit to 

represent it. There is also only one hidden layer. 

This layer has 25 neurons. During training, the 

input pattern and the corresponding output target 

pattern are required by the net.  This is fed into the 

program by using matrices. 

The input patterns are stored in a 2D matrix of 

order 50 x 12 where 50 stands for the number of 

training patterns.  And 12 stands for the number of 

features that extracted from each training pattern. 

The output patterns are stored similarly, in a 50 x 6 

matrix, 50 again being the number of training 

pattern.  

 

 
a: Block diagram 

 
       b: Hidden layer                        c: Output layer  

Figure 6: Implemented Neural Network 

 

The input training pattern matrix and the 

corresponding output training pattern matrix have a 

one-to-one correspondence, where the 1st output 

pattern is the target pattern for the corresponding 

1st input pattern in the input matrix. The input and 

the target output patterns are fed to the program 

and the net through a training file. The first row 

represents the first training set. The 1st 12 values 

represent the 12 input parameters (each parameter 

is separated from the other by a single ‗space‘). 

The output pattern follows its corresponding input, 

separated from the input by a single ‗tab‘.  

 

11. Experimental Result 
 

The algorithm is implemented using 2.1 GHz 

Pentium 4 machine with Windows 7 and 

MATLAB 8.0 as the development tool. Two set of 

images are required, one for the training of the 

neural network and another set of images upon 

which testing is done. Each image is of size 

188×240 pixels. In this research, the testing 

subjects reach to 100 images taken from 100  
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different peoples. These 100 images are divided 

into 50 known images (previously trained one) and 

50 images (newly untrained one). Table (1) shows 

the recognition phase of the 100 testing fingerprint 

samples.   Neural Network is trained upon some set 

of images, and tested upon unseen images. The 

results are analyzed to calculate the recognition 

rate of the system as shown in table (2). A 

recognition rate of 100% is obtained for this 

system. This recognition rate value is perfectly 

suitable for fingerprint recognition systems. In 

proposed technique neural network uses back 

propagation algorithm for error computation and 

new weights calculation for each neuron link. The 

network undergoes process of training, 

continuously in an iterative manner it calculates 

output from each layer, extracting the mean square 

error and propagating it backwards if it is not 

approaching targets. Due to this backward error 

propagation, error-signal for each neuron is 

calculated. Which in fact is used for neuron weight 

updating. If its approaching targets then training is 

considered done. The process of training these 

images is shown in Fig. 7, in which training curve 

is approaching its goal through readjustment of 

weights and biases. 

The response of the Neural Network is dependent 

upon weights, biases and activation functions. The 

activation functions used in the feed-forward back 

propagation neural network are Tangent sigmoid 

(tansig) used in hidden layer and purelin used in 

output layer. These functions acts as summation 

junction and calculates the output from the inputs 

presented. After the training phase is completed, 

the identification process must be implemented in 

order to evaluate the proposed system.  The 

evaluation process is accomplished by testing the 

system with known and newly fingerprints images. 

New images for testing are applied to the trained 

neural network along with already trained images 

for calculating the percentage of accuracy and 

error. A set of (100) fingerprint samples are used to 

test the proposed system. Appendix A & B show 

fingerprint samples of training and testing 

respectively. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table (1) Recognition Phase 
 

Finge

r-

print 

Samp

les 

Actual 

Class 

Calcula

ted 

Class 

Finge

r-

print 

Sampl

es 

Actua

l 

Class 

Calcu

lated 

Class 

1  000001 000001 51  New None 

2  000010 000010 52  New None 

3  000011 000011 53  New None 

4  000100 000100 54  New None 

5  000101 000101 55  New None 

6  000110 000110 56  New None 

7  000111 000111 57  New None 

8  001000 001000 58  New None 

9  001001 001001 59  New None 

10  001010 001010 60  New None 

11  001011 001011 61  New None 

12  001100 001100 62  New None 

13  001101 001101 63  New None 

14  001110 001110 64  New None 

15  001111 001111 65  New None 

16  010000 010000 66  New None 

17  010001 010001 67  New None 

18  010010 010010 68  New None 

19  010011 010011 69  New None 

20  010100 010100 70  New None 

21  010101 010101 71  New None 

22  010110 010110 72  New None 

23  010111 010111 73  New None 

24  011000 011000 74  New None 

25  011001 011001 75  New None 

26  011010 011010 76  New None 

27  011011 011011 77  New None 

28  011100 011100 78  New None 

29  011101 011101 79  New None 

30  011110 011110 80  New None 

31  011111 011111 81  New None 

32  100000 100000 82  New None 

33  100001 100001 83  New None 

34  100010 100010 84  New None 

35  100011 100011 85  New None 

36  100100 100100 86  New None 

37  100101 100101 87  New None 

38  100110 100110 88  New None 

39  100111 100111 89  New None 

40  101000 101000 90  New None 

41  101001 101001 91  New None 

42  101010 101010 92  New None 

43  101011 101011 93  New None 

44  101100 101100 94  New None 

45  101101 101101 95  New None 

46  101110 101110 96  New None 

47  101111 101111 97  New None 

48  110000 110000 98  New None 

49  110001 110001 99  New None 

50  110010 110010 100  New None 
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Table (2) Recognition Rate of Test Samples 

Type No. of Samples Recognition Rate 

% 

Previously 

Trained Samples 

50 100 

New Samples 50 100 

Overall Recognition Rate % 100 
 

 

12. Literature Survey  
Many researchers studied the field of fingerprint 

recognition, few of them focused on moment 

feature extraction. In 2008 B. Gour, T. 

Bandopadhyaya, and S. Sharma presented 

 

 
a: N.N training 

 
   b: Training performance 

Figure 7: Process of training 

 

Fingerprint Feature Extraction Using Midpoint 

ridge Contour method and Neural Network. This 

paper examines the minutia extraction approach by 

using the midpoint ridge contours. The result of 

this method takes less time and do not detect any 

false minutiae [9]. In 2009 A. Askarunisa, 

Sankaranarayanan. K, Sundaram. R and Sathick 

.M. Batcha presented Finger Print Authentication 

Using Neural Networks. This paper puts forth the 

implementation of Artificial Neural Networks to 

provide an efficient matching algorithm for 

fingerprint authentication. Using the Back-

Propagation technique, the algorithm works to 

match six fingerprint parameters and relate them to 

a unique number provided for each authorized user. 

Upon matching, the algorithm returns the best 

match for the given finger print parameters [16]. In 

2010 A. Chatterjee, S. Mandal, G. M. Atiqur 

Rahaman, and A. M. Arif presented Fingerprint 

Identification and Verification System by Minutiae 

Extraction Using Artificial Neural Network. This 

paper introduced a new method for fingerprint 

identification technology by minutiae feature 

extraction using back-propagation algorithm. For 

an input image, the local ridge orientation is 

estimated and the region of interest is located. For 

fingerprint recognition, the verification part of the 

system identifies the fingerprint based training 

performance of the network [8].  

This paper puts the implementation of Artificial 

Neural Networks to provide an efficient matching 

algorithm for fingerprint authentication. Using the 

Back-Propagation technique, the algorithm works 

to match twelve fingerprint parameters and relate 

them to a unique number provided for each 

authorized user. 

 

13. Conclusion 
Biometrics-based methods for personal 

authentication assume that the biometric 

characteristics used for the verification of an 

individual‘s identity are unique from person to 

person. However the uniqueness of fingerprints 

from one individual to another has been thoroughly 

verified. This algorithm aims to capitalize on this 

uniqueness and improve the efficiency, in terms of 

matching accuracy, of fingerprint identification and 

authentication. In this paper back-propagation N.N 

has been trained as a fingerprints classifier to 

identify fingerprints with time effective 

preprocessing, which greatly increases the 

performance of the network. The recognition rate 

of fingerprints depends on the quality of 

fingerprints and effectiveness of preprocessing 

system. 
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Appendix B: Fingerprint testing samples 

 

 

 

 

 

   
Fingerprint 52 Fingerprint 58 Fingerprint 65 

   
Fingerprint 68 Fingerprint 71 Fingerprint 76 

   
Fingerprint 82 Fingerprint 87 Fingerprint 94 

   

Fingerprint 1 Fingerprint 5 Fingerprint 11 

   
Fingerprint 18 Fingerprint 22 Fingerprint 29 

   
Fingerprint 35 Fingerprint 38 Fingerprint 46 
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 Appendix C: Pre-processing & Feature 

Extraction Program 
function input2=Insertimage(a) 

M=mean(mean(a)); V=var(var(a)); 

for i=2:x-1 

    for j=2:y-1;         p=1; 

        for m=i-1:i+1;   q=1; 

            for n=j-1:j+1 

d(p,q)=-1*a(m,n);        q=q+1; 

end   p=p+1;   end 

       d(3,3)=-8*d(3,3);        

m(r)=d(3,3);        r=r+1; 

       c(i,j)=255-sum(sum(d)); 

       if c(i,j)> M 

g(i,j)=M0+((((V0*(c(i,j)-

M)^2))/V)^0.5); 

       else  g(i,j)=M0-

((((V0*(c(i,j)-M)^2))/V)^0.5); 

       end    end  end 

  for i=1:x 

    for j=1:y 

        if  g(i,j)<t        

N(i,j)=0; 

        else    N(i,j)=255; 

        end    end   end 

[M1,M2,M3,M4,M5,M6,M7,M8,M9,M10,M1

1,M12]=extmom2(N); 

 input1 = 

[M1,M2,M3,M4,M5,M6,M7,M8,M9,M10,M1

1,M12]; 

function 

[M1,M2,M3,M4,M5,M6,M7,M8,M9,M10,M1

1,M12]=extmom2(im) 

for g=1:p     for h=1:q  

for i=1:x     for j=1:y 

 mom(i,j)=(i^(g-1))*(j^(h-

1))*G(i,j); end end  

MomentGray(g,h)=sum(sum(mom)); end 

End  

MomentGray=reshape(MomentGray,1,p*

q); 

[M1,M2,M3,M4,M5,M6,M7,M8,M9,M10,M1

1,M12]= MomentGray; 

 

 باستخذام الشبكات العصبيةنظام التعرف على بصوة الاصبع 
 هوسة عبذالكرين عبذالله

 كلية هنذسة الوعلوهات/ جاهعة النهرين/ بغذاد/ العراق

 

 الخلاصـــــــــــة
إٌ  اسحخذاو بظًة الاطبع نهحعشف عهى انشخض أطبحث جذخم في جًيع انًياديٍ انحي جسحخذو أَظًة انحًاية. الاَفشاد 

ححاجه نهحعشف عهى الأشخاص. خلال إدخال بظًة الاطبع عبش جهاص انًسح قذ ببظًة الاطبع نكم شخض يعطيُا يا َ

جخحهف انبظًة اثُاء كم يسحة. إٌ هزا انبحث يضع جًثيم انشبكة انعظبية انظُاعية نحجهيض طشيقة يثهى نحطابق بظًة 

ى إيجاد انحطابق نكم (  كطشيقة أساسية نهعًم عهBack-Propagationالاطبع. جى اسحخذاو طشيقة الاَحشاس انخهفي  )

بظًة جذخم نهُظاو, ورنك عٍ طشيق اسحخشاج اثُي عشش عُظش نكم بظًة واعحباسها يذخلات نهُظاو نهحعشف عهى 

 بظًة الإطبع. وَحيجة نهحطابق ,يشجع انُظاو انبظًة انحي جى انحطابق يعها يٍ خلال جطابق انعُاطش انخاطة بكم بظًة


